Introduction {#s1}
============

In nature, plants are simultaneously exposed to a combination of various stress factors. Abiotic and biotic stresses result in reduction of photosynthetic activity and possibly degradation of the photosynthetic apparatus (Nabity et al., [@B58], [@B59]; Bilgin et al., [@B7]). Recent studies have shown that plant responses to two or more stress factors are complex and not merely the result of concurrent, independent reactions to each kind of stress (Atkinson et al., [@B3]; Rasmussen et al., [@B73]; Suzuki et al., [@B82]; Ramegowda and Senthil-Kumar, [@B71]). Metabolic and signaling pathways involved in the reaction to complex stresses include specific transcription factors, photosynthetic adjustments, antioxidant protection systems, and biosynthesis of stress hormones (Hirayama and Shinozaki, [@B34]; Suzuki et al., [@B82]). The mechanisms accounting for plant reactions to complex stress are still poorly understood, especially at the proteomic level, although understanding this process is critical for many aspects of plant biology.

The chloroplast is a metabolically versatile organelle that besides its photosynthetic functions also plays roles in the biosynthesis of amino acids, hormones, and secondary metabolites (Hossain et al., [@B36]). In addition, changes in the chloroplast redox status mediate stress responses in the plant cell. Activation of nuclear-encoded stress-related gene expression has been proposed to be regulated by reactive oxygen species (ROS) that originate from chloroplasts (Nomura et al., [@B63]). Moreover, chloroplast interaction with plasma membrane receptor kinases is one of the key mechanisms that modulate plant stress reactions (Trotta et al., [@B88]).

Under some kinds of stress, the transcriptional levels of genes for photosynthetic proteins like RuBisCo and RuBisCo activase decrease (Mitra and Baldwin, [@B54]). Abiotic stresses such as drought interfere with carbon dioxide fixation and ultimately lead to ROS accumulation and damage to chloroplast proteins (Chaves et al., [@B10]). High-temperature stress causes damage within the electron-transport chain (ETC) of thylakoids and affects RuBisCo activity, resulting in inhibition of photosynthetic activity (Salvucci and Crafts-Brandner, [@B79],[@B80]). It is supposed that maintenance of photosynthetic activity is necessary for resistance to abiotic stress factors (Suzuki et al., [@B82]). However, the mechanisms that induce protein degradation in chloroplasts still lack detailed analysis.

Plant protoplasts are defined as "naked" cells that have their cell wall partially or completely removed and are surrounded only by plasma membrane. They provide an invaluable experimental system for the analysis of protein subcellular localization, protein--protein interactions, and investigation of various biological processes (Zhang et al., [@B106]; Guo et al., [@B30]; Pitzschke and Persak, [@B69]; Burris et al., [@B8]). Despite the enzymatic treatment, protoplasts are considered to maintain many of the physiological activities of intact plants. However, it was reported that protoplast generation induces oxidative burst (Tiew et al., [@B85]), activations of hydrolytic enzymes, accumulation of peroxides and phytoalexins (Davey et al., [@B15]), and induction of genes involved in jasmonic acid (JA) biosynthesis (Xiao L. et al., [@B101]; Fesenko et al., [@B19]). A number of stress-mediating AP2/EREBP transcription factors showed differential expression in *P. patens* protoplasts. Moreover, some of them were up-regulated not only under protoplastation, but also under different stresses (Hiss et al., [@B35]). Nevertheless, little is known about protoplast stress-related response during protoplastation at both proteome and transcriptome level.

*Physcomitrella patens* is a model moss often used for plant systems biology (Rensing et al., [@B74]; Cove et al., [@B14]). During the moss life cycle, the haploid generation (the gametophyte) is predominate and goes through two development stages---namely protonemata and gametophores. Protonema filaments serve as a source of protoplasts that are of particular interest as cells from the first hours of regeneration are reprogrammed into protonemal apical stem cells. In this work, we took advantage of this process to study stress responses, as protoplast isolation can be considered to mimic the plasmolysis induced by drought and salinity stress while treatment with Driselase, which digests the cell wall, simulates biotic stress. *P. patens* is of particular interest for studying the effects of stress on the chloroplast proteome due to its high resistance to environmental stresses including drought, salinity, and low temperature (Frank et al., [@B21]; Minami et al., [@B53]; Oliver et al., [@B65]). In a range of proteome studies it has been observed that salinity stress induced up-regulation of light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b-binding proteins, large and small RuBisCo subunits, and a range of other proteins in the chloroplast proteome of moss (Wang et al., [@B98]). This is consistent with the data for other salt-tolerant organisms (Wang et al., [@B96]). Under low-temperature stress, the moss down-regulates photosynthetic protein abundance and up-regulates stress-related and some Calvin cycle proteins (Wang et al., [@B99]).

There is a single study where quantitative proteomic analysis of isolated chloroplasts has been conducted (Mueller et al., [@B55]) and the proteomes of isolated chloroplasts have been addressed by two studies (Polyakov et al., [@B70]; Mueller et al., [@B55]). Here, we performed chloroplast proteome quantification using SWATH-MS to observe changes associated with protoplast isolation. Furthermore, we conducted correlation analysis between quantitative proteomic and RNA-seq transcriptomic data. The abundance of 219 chloroplast proteins changed more than 1.4-fold in protoplasts compared to their levels in protonemal tissue before protoplast isolation. We observed degradation of a significant portion of the chloroplast proteome along with a simultaneous increase in the abundance of some stress-related and ROS detoxifying proteins following the first hour of stress imposed by the protoplast isolation process. There were no genes for which induction at the transcriptomic level preceded an increase in abundance of the corresponding protein. Previously, we found significant changes in the peptidome of moss protoplasts compared with those of protonemata (Fesenko et al., [@B19]). Increase of the number of peptides of chloroplast proteins is accompanied by suppression of photosynthetic activity. Our findings clearly indicate that the initial chloroplast reaction to combined stress relates to changes at the proteomic level.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Plant material and growth conditions
------------------------------------

The protonemata of the moss *P. patens* subsp. *patens* Gransden 2004 were grown on Knop medium with 500 mg/L ammonium tartrate with 1.5% agar (Helicon, Moscow, Russian Federation) in a Versatile Environmental Test Chamber, MLR-352 H (Panasonic, Osaka, Japan) with a photon flux of 61 μmol/m^2^•s during a 16-h photoperiod at 24°C and relative humidity of 50%. For analyses, we used 5-d-old protonema tissue.

Protoplast preparation
----------------------

To prepare protoplasts, we used the Liu and Vidali ([@B48]) method with some modifications. Five-day-old protonema filaments were harvested with a spatula from the agar surface, and 1 g well-drained protonema tissue was placed in 14 mL 0.5% (w/v) Driselase (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in 0.48 M mannitol and incubated for 60 min with constant shaking in darkness. Then, the suspension was filtered through 100-μm steel mesh (Sigma-Aldrich), and the protoplasts obtained were then precipitated by centrifugation in 50-mL plastic tubes using a swinging bucket rotor at 100 × *g* for 5 min. Protoplasts were washed twice with 0.48 M mannitol with centrifugation under the same conditions and sedimented again. The supernatant was removed, and the protoplast pellet was used for chloroplast preparation.

Isolation of chloroplasts from moss protonemata and protoplasts
---------------------------------------------------------------

The 5-d-old protonema tissue was placed in chilled buffer A (50 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, 330 mM sorbitol, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.4 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride) and ground with an immersion homogenizer at 4°C. Then, the suspension was filtered through double-folded Miracloth (Calbiochem). This filtration and homogenization was repeated twice. The filtrate was then centrifuged at 1200 × *g* for 3 min in 50-mL plastic tubes using a bucket rotor. The pellet was resuspended in a small volume of buffer A and fractionated by centrifugation in a bucket rotor at 3800 × *g* for 10 min in a 10%--40%--85% stepwise Percoll (Sigma-Aldrich) gradient in 15-mL plastic tubes. Intact chloroplasts between the 40% and 85% Percoll layers were gathered, washed with buffer A, and centrifuged at 1200 × *g* for 3 min in 15-mL plastic tubes (Falcon) in a bucket rotor. The resulting chloroplast pellet was used for protein extraction.

Alternatively, protoplasts prepared as described in the previous section were resuspended in buffer A (50 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, 330 mM sorbitol, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.4 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride) and filtered through a double layer of Miracloth (Calbiochem Behring, La Jolla, CA, USA). Protoplast disintegration was confirmed with a light microscope. The subsequent chloroplast isolation was performed as described above, beginning with fractionation on the Percoll gradient.

Extraction of chloroplast proteins
----------------------------------

Proteins were extracted using a phenol extraction procedure. Three volumes of ice-cold extraction buffer (500 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA, 700 mM sucrose, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM PMSF, 2% 2-mercaptoethanol, 1% Triton X-100) were added to the chloroplast pellet followed by incubation for 10 min on ice. Then, an equal volume of ice-cold Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)-saturated phenol was added, and the mixture was vortexed and incubated for 10 min with shaking. After centrifugation (10 min, 5500 *g*, 4°C), the phenol phase was collected and re-extracted two times with extraction buffer. Proteins were precipitated from the final phenol phase with 3 volumes of ice-cold 0.1 M ammonium acetate in methanol overnight at −20°C and centrifuged for 10 min at 5500 *g* and 4°C. The pellets were rinsed with ice-cold 0.1 M ammonium acetate in methanol three times and with ice-cold acetone containing 13 mM DTT once and then dried. Pellets were solubilized in sample buffer (8 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0). Protein content was estimated using Bradford method.

In-solution trypsin digestion of chloroplast protein
----------------------------------------------------

An equal amount of protein from each sample was taken to be analyzed. Ammonium bicarbonate was added to each sample to a final concentration of 25 mM. To reduce disulphide bonds, DTT was added to each sample to 5 mM, and the samples were incubated for 30 min at 56°C, then cooled to room temperature and alkylated with 10 mM ioadacetamide for 20 min in darkness. The alkylated samples were diluted 6 times with 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Trypsin (Promega, USA) was added (0.01 μg per 1 μg protein), and the samples were incubated for 12 h at 37°C. The reaction was stopped by 5% TFA. The tryptic peptides derived from protonemal and protoplast proteins were desalted on microcolumns C-18 (Supelco, USA), vacuum-dried, and stored at −70°C.

LC-MS analysis and protein identification
-----------------------------------------

Analysis was performed on a TripleTOF 5600+ mass-spectrometer with a NanoSpray III ion source (ABSciex, Canada) coupled to a NanoLC Ultra 2D+ nano-HPLC system (Eksigent). The HPLC system was configured in trap-elute mode. Sample loading buffer and buffer A was 98.9% water, 1% methanol, and 0.1% formic acid (v/v). Buffer B was 99.9% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid (v/v). Samples were loaded on a trap column Chrom XP C18 3 mm 120 Å 350 mm^\*^0.5 mm (Eksigent, Dublin, CA) at a flow rate of 3.5 μL/min over 10 min and eluted through the separation column 3C18-CL-120 (3 μm 120 Å) 0.075 mm^\*^150 mm (Eksigent, Dublin, CA) at a flow rate of 300 nL/min. The gradient was from 5 to 40% buffer B in 120 min. The column and the precolumn were regenerated between runs by washing with 95% buffer B for 7 min and equilibrated with 5% buffer B for 25 min. Between the samples, to ensure the absence of carryover, both the column and the precolumn were thoroughly washed with a blank injection trap-elute gradient that included 5--7-min 5-95-95-5% B waves followed by 25 min 5% B equilibration.

Mass spectra were acquired in a positive ion mode. The information-dependent mass-spectrometry experiment included 1 survey MS1 scan followed by 50 dependent MS2 scans. MS1 acquisition parameters were mass range for analysis, and subsequent ion selection for MS2 analysis was 300--1250 m/z; signal accumulation time was 250 ms. Ions for MS2 analysis were selected on the basis of intensity with the threshold of 400 cps and the charge state from 2 to 5. MS2 acquisition parameters were as follows: resolution of quadrupole was set to UNIT (0.7 Da), measurement mass range was 200--1800 m/z, optimization of ion beam focus was to obtain maximal sensitivity, signal accumulation time was 50 ms for each parent ion. Collision-activated dissociation was performed with nitrogen gas with collision energy ramping from 25 to 55 V within 50 ms signal accumulation time. Analyzed parent ions were sent to dynamic exclusion list for 15 s to obtain the next MS2 spectra of the same compound around its chromatographic peak apex (minimum peak width throughout the gradient was about 30 s).

For protein identification, data files were analyzed with ProteinPilot 4.5 revision 1656 (ABSciex, Canada) using search algorithm Paragon 4.5.0.0 revision 1654 (ABSciex, Canada) and a standard set of identification settings. The database was obtained by combining UniProtKB (organism *P. patens*) and the protein database from cosmoss.org V1.6 (Zimmer et al., [@B107]). In the case of 90% sequence identity, only the entries from the cosmoss.org database were taken. The following parameters were used: alkylation of cysteine---iodoacetamide, trypsin digestion, TripleTOF 5600 equipment, species: none, thorough search with additional statistical FDR analysis. Peptide identifications were processed with default settings using the ProteinPilot software built-in ProGroup algorithm. The final protein identification list was obtained with the threshold reliable protein ID unused score calculated by ProteomicS Performance Evaluation Pipeline Software (PSPEP) algorithm for 1% global FDR from fit.

Quantitative LC-MS analysis
---------------------------

Quantitative LC-MS protein analysis was performed on the basis of DIA SWATH technology (Gillet et al., [@B27]). Three biological and two technical replicates were performed for protonemal and protoplast samples. Raw data were obtained by triplicate injection of each sample with LC parameters identical to those of IDA experiments. HPLC configuration was the same as described for protein identification. The SWATH acquisition parameters were as follows: one 50 ms MS1 scan for m/z 100--2000, followed by 32 SWATH windows 20 a.m.u width covering parent ion mass range from 400 to 1000 a.m.u. MS2 SWATH scans were collected in high sensitivity mode for mass range 200--1800 and 100 ms single window accumulation time. The total cycle time was \~3.3 s.

To process SWATH data, protein identification lists (.group files) obtained for IDA experiments were translated into an ion library with PeakView 2.0 (ABSciex, Canada) SWATH processing tools for the number of proteins according to 1% FDR from fit for the corresponding .group file and reported peptide confidence equal to 99 with the exclusion of shared and modified peptides (except for carbamylation of cysteines). The ion library was used to obtain extracted ion chromatograms for the corresponding transitions from SWATH data files with the following parameters: 1000 peptides per protein and 1000 (all observed) fragments per peptide, extraction window 15 min, mass window 50 ppm. The next step suggested by the manufacturer (ABSciex, Canada) is direct comparison of summary peptide intensities (as summary fragment intensities) per protein; however, this method almost completely lacks quality control. To enhance reliability, we filtered extracted ion chromatogram data starting from the ion level (that is for each pair of parent and fragment ions in the ion library separately) for reliably quantifiable proteins using a homemade script in R. The algorithm included scaling normalization and averaging of three technical repeats per sample \[each biological sample was treated in duplicate (triplicate for protonema) and each obtained tryptic peptide sample was analyzed in triplicate, thus this step allows for injection and LC-MS signal reproducibility\], exclusion of peptides with \<3 quantified fragments, and exclusion of proteins with \<3 quantified peptides, followed by separation of quantifiable transitions. The latter was based on the assumption of the proportionality of fragment ion intensity to parent ion intensity and, consequently, the proportionality of fragment intensity changes between different samples (Toprak et al., [@B86]). Quantifiable fragment ions were selected on the basis of trend searches within all fragments on the basis of normalized spectral contrast angle analysis with iterative searches of fragment clusters. The minimal number of fragments that must follow the same trend between samples to be used as "reliable" was set at 3.

After fragment filtering, all proteins with fewer than 3 peptides were excluded. This was followed by renormalization of different LC-MS repeats of the same sample and averaging, and then by the second normalization and averaging step between technical repeats of trypsinolysis of the same sample and a third normalization and averaging step within sample type. To obtain final results, biological samples were cross scale-normalized on the basis of the assumption that most of the cell proteins in any pair of samples were independent (that is, the scaling should set the minimum average difference between proteins for a pair of samples).

To calculate protein fold-change results, logarithm with the base *B* (was chosen to obtain the best scaling) was taken for all fragment intensities. The logarithm results for each fragment were averaged within a sample (LC-MS repeats^\*^trypsinolysis repeats^\*^technical repeats) to obtain peptide logarithm results. Each protein result was calculated as a median of the top 3 most intense (based on total intensity of all fragmentation spectra for each peptide) of its tryptic peptides. Fold change for a protein was calculated as the difference in median values between samples raised to power *B*.

For proteins that could not be quantified by SWATH we used the quantitative assessment method emPAI (Exponentially Modified Protein Abundance Index; Ishihama et al., [@B39]). Scaffold v 4.2.1 (Proteome Software, USA) was used to calculate the emPAI algorithm.

Proteomic analysis with MRM-MS
------------------------------

Quantitative LC-MS protein analysis was performed on the basis of a scheduled MRM methodology on QTRAP 4500 (Sciex, USA) triple quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with a NanoSpray III ion source (Sciex, USA) coupled to an expert NanoLC 400 nano-HPLC system (Eksigent, USA). To obtain transition list for proteins of interest, peak lists with protein identification (.group files) obtained for IDA experiments were loaded into Skyline software, where no more than 10 unique peptides per protein with global FDR rate from fit according to PSPEP were selected with additional constrains on peptide length (5--30 amino acid residues), cleavage (fully tryptic peptides without missed cleavage sites or potential ragged ends) and modifications (only carbamidomethylation of cysteines allowed). For each precursor of charge 2, 3, or 4, 3, or 4 most intense fragment ions were selected. Then, the obtained preliminary list of peptides was divided into several scheduled MRM transition lists on the basis of retention time and scan time of each individual peptides was no \<20 ms. This preliminary lists were analyzed in the same HPLC setup, as for protein identification, except for the length of chromatographic gradient which was 30 min. Mass-spectra were acquired in positive ion mode in scheduled MRM method with 2.4 s target scan and 420 s MRM detection window (Q1 and Q3 resolution ≪unit≫ (0.7 Da FWHH), pause between mass ranges 2 ms). Obtained preliminary MRM transition list was validated manually in Skyline software, i.e., peptides with low signal intensity or missing chromatographic peak were excluded. Finally, no more than 3 best-flyer peptides per target protein were retained. Raw data was obtained by duplicate injection of each sample for one final list of transitions with the same chromatography and mass-spectrometry setup except 240 s MRM detection window.

Processing of the data included peak selection (with manual review for interference and missing signals), peak integration and export utilizing Skyline software. Further analysis was performed by a homemade script in R. The algorithm included scaling normalization of LC-MS replicates on peptide level and of each set of samples on protein level (based on 2 most intense peptides). Differences were considered to be statistically significant if FDR (obtained by Benjamini--Hochberg correction procedure for multiple comparisons) after Student\'s *t*-test across 3 biological replicates was below 0.05.

Global gene expression and differential gene expression analysis
----------------------------------------------------------------

In the previous research, we performed RNA-seq analysis of the three cell types of moss protonemata, gametophores, and protoplasts (Fesenko et al., [@B19]). To evaluate the gene expression level in FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase Of Exon Per Million Fragments Mapped), the produced.bam file was processed with the Cufflinks utility (Trapnell et al., [@B87]), and we used HTSeq to count the number of mapped reads for each gene. For analysis of differential expression, the edgeR (Robinson et al., [@B76]) package was used and the analysis was performed according to the recommendations in the edgeR vignette. We used read count per gene data as input for edgeR. For the subsequent analysis, differential expression was considered significant if *p*-value was greater than the false discovery rate (FDR) after Benjamini--Hochberg correction for multiple-testing and FDR \< 0.05. In addition, a more stringent rule of \|log2(FPKMy/FPKMx)\| \> 2 was used in order to differentiate genes with high levels of differential expression.

Validation of RNA-Seq data by real time RT-PCR
----------------------------------------------

Total RNA was isolated from protonema tissues and protoplast cells as previously described (Cove et al., [@B14]). The quality and quantity of the extracted total RNA was initially evaluated by electrophoresis in agarose gels with ethidium bromide staining. Quantification of the total RNA in the sample was carried out with the Quant-iT RNA Assay Kit, 5--100 ng kit in a Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, USA). For qPCR, cDNA was synthesized by the MMLV-RT kit (Evrogen, Moscow, Russia) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. PCR experiments were carried out using three biological and three technical replicates. For each of the three technical repeats, cDNA corresponding to 2 μg of total RNA was used. Melting curve analysis was performed for each primer pair before further analyses. Real-time PCR was performed using the qPCRmix-HS SYBR system and the LightCycler® 96 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Roche, Mannheim, Germany). The *AdePRT* was used as a reference gene (Le Bail et al., [@B46]). Relative fold differences for each sample were calculated using the ΔΔCt method (Thimm et al., [@B84]). The primers for subsequent qPCR reactions are listed in Supplementary Table [1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Analysis of photosynthetic activity of *P. patens* protonemata and protoplasts
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The measurements were carried out as previously described (Fesenko et al., [@B19]). The rate of electron transport was estimated on the basis of data for light dependence of quantum efficiency of PSII (Genty et al., [@B24]). Protonema tissue was exposed to actinic light of each intensity for 1 min starting from the lower intensity.

Availability of supporting data
-------------------------------

The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium (Vizcaino et al., [@B93]) via the PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD002866 and 10.6019/PXD002866. The MRM data sets have been submitted via the PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD005017.

Results {#s3}
=======

Overview of comparative quantitative proteomic analysis in moss chloroplasts
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used protoplasts of the moss *P. patens* to track changes in chloroplast proteome under stress conditions (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Protoplasts were isolated from protonemal tissue using Driselase, a natural enzyme mixture containing laminarinase, xylanase and cellulase activities (Noguchi et al., [@B62]). This process imposes stress on plant cells, due to both loss of the cell wall and the effects of Driselase itself. We isolated chloroplasts from moss protonematal tissue and from protoplasts, to analyze the chloroplast proteome before and after stress, respectively. Using the SWATH-MS approach, we quantified 503 proteins, 479 of which were annotated as chloroplast proteins and 24 were classified as mitochondrial, cytosolic, and membrane proteins (Supplementary Table [2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, lists 1, 2, and 3). The variation analysis of proteins, quantified by SWATH, and shared across all biological repeats, was based on the coefficient of variation (CV). The median CVs were 0.112 and 0.150 for protonema and protoplast chloroplast proteomes, respectively (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**(A)** Light micrographs of protoplasts used in this study. Scale bars correspond to 50 μm. **(B)** Box plot and 5--95 percentile whiskers illustrating the distribution of the coefficient of variation (CV) values of 503 SWATH-MS quantified proteins: protonema samples, protoplast samples, Differentially Accumulated proteins. The majority of proteins had a time course CV \< 0.3. **(C)** The correlation analysis of the chloroplast proteins quantified by SWATH-MS and MRM-MS. The x-axis displays the protein fold changes quantified by MRM and the y-axis displays the protein fold changes quantified by SWATH. **(D)** Correlation of the fold change analyzed by RNA-Seq (x-axis) with the data obtained using real time PCR (y-axis).](fpls-07-01661-g0001){#F1}

To validate SWATH-MS data, we used multiple-reaction monitoring mass spectrometry analysis (MRM-MS), which allows sensitive, precise quantitative analyses of peptides, and proteins from which they are derived (Aebersold et al., [@B1]; Doerr, [@B16]). The MRM data structure is similar to that of SWATH-MS and the qualitative and quantitative information extracted from SWATH-MS are ideal to verify by MRM-MS assays (Hou et al., [@B37]). When the protein abundance ratios of 65 SWATH-MS quantified proteins (adequately representing the major groups of chloroplast proteins) were plotted against that those derived from MRM-MS, the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.78 (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Table [3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This result indicates that protein abundances estimated by the different approaches have a good correlation.

For the proteins identified but not quantified by SWATH, we used the emPAI method (Ishihama et al., [@B39]) to evaluate their abundance. Using both these methods, we quantified 1932 plastid proteins (Supplementary Tables 2, 4). We found that 577 proteins identified in our study have been previously reported in a quantitative proteomic study of moss chloroplasts (Mueller et al., [@B55]). Thus, \~80% chloroplast proteins (577 from 687 proteins) from the previous study have been identified in our dataset (Supplementary Figure [1](#SM10){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; Supplementary Table [5](#SM5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The difference in gene number between our and the previously published (Mueller et al., [@B55]) datasets can be explained by differences in sample preparation (Leon et al., [@B47]) and the types of mass-spectrometry devices that were used.

We found a high correlation between the SWATH-MS and emPAI data (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, we used the emPAI data only to investigate metabolic pathway changes in chloroplasts because of the advantages of the SWATH-MS approach in protein quantification (Gillet et al., [@B27]). To annotate the predicted moss proteins, we used BLAST homology searches against the *Arabidopsis thaliana* TAIR database.

![**(A)** Correlation between SWATH- and emPAI-derived protein fold change **(A)**, r, Pearson correlation coefficient. **(B,D)** Functional annotation of differentially accumulated proteins (DAPs) in chloroplasts of protoplasts compared to protonemal tissue. GO biological process terms for down-regulated proteins in protoplasts **(B)** and up-regulated proteins **(D)**. Figures in brackets and on the diagram indicate % of all clusterized genes by topGO (132 down-regulated proteins and 18 up-regulated proteins). **(C)** SWATH-derived protein fold change and transcript FPKM-derived fold change for corresponding genes.](fpls-07-01661-g0002){#F2}

We found that 219 proteins were up- or down-regulated in protoplasts relative to protonema (\>1.4-fold change; *p* \< 0.05) and designated them as differentially accumulated proteins (DAPs; Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; Supplementary Table [2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, list 4). According to our data, the abundance of 23 DAPs increased and that of 196 decreased. For functional annotation of DAPs, we used the topGO tool (Figures [2B,D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

**List of top 15 up- and down-regulated proteins in protoplasts**.

  **Gene ID**                      **Description**                                         **Homolog gene name**              **log~1.4~FC**
  -------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------------
  **UP REGULATED**                                                                                                            
  [Pp1s69_154V6](Pp1s69_154V6)     Acyl carrier protein                                    ACP4                               3.101
  [Pp1s39_428V6](Pp1s39_428V6)     Malate glyoxysomal precursor                            PMDH2                              2.487
  [Pp1s159_143V6](Pp1s159_143V6)   Chloroplast protein CP12                                CP12, CP12-1                       2.339
  [Pp1s38_300V6](Pp1s38_300V6)     Malate glyoxysomal precursor                            PMDH2                              2.261
  [PhpapaCp013](PhpapaCp013)       ATP-dependent protease proteolytic subunit              CLPP1, PCLPP                       2.228
  [Pp1s214_32V6](Pp1s214_32V6)     Adenylate kinase                                        AMK2                               2.161
  [Pp1s199_33V6](Pp1s199_33V6)     Isocitrate dehydrogenase (nad+)                         IDH-V                              2.092
  [Pp1s307_65V6](Pp1s307_65V6)     Porphobilinogen deaminase                               HEMC, RUG1                         2.035
  [Pp1s137_140V6](Pp1s137_140V6)   5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase                                                1.877
  [Pp1s30_345V6](Pp1s30_345V6)     2-cys peroxiredoxin-like protein                                                           1.877
  [Pp1s12_401V6](Pp1s12_401V6)     Dehydroascorbate reductase                              DHAR3                              1.778
  [Pp1s257_45V6](Pp1s257_45V6)     2-cys peroxiredoxin bas1                                2-Cys Prx B, 2CPB                  1.757
  [Pp1s8_193V6](Pp1s8_193V6)       Thioredoxin x                                           ATHX, ATHP                         1.690
  [Pp1s132_175V6](Pp1s132_175V6)   Phosphoribulokinase precursor                           PRK                                1.631
  **DOWN REGULATED**                                                                                                          
  [PhpapaCp040](PhpapaCp040)       PSI P700 apoprotein A2                                  PSAB                               −10.6813
  [PhpapaCp039](PhpapaCp039)       PSI P700 apoprotein A1                                  PSAA                               −9.8149
  [Pp1s163_57V6](Pp1s163_57V6)     Glutamate malate translocator                           DCT, DIT2.1                        −7.88186
  [PhpapaCp043](PhpapaCp043)       PSII 43 kDa protein                                     PSBC                               −7.74407
  [PhpapaCp044](PhpapaCp044)       PSII D2-protein                                         PSBD                               −7.27874
  [Pp1s66_172V6](Pp1s66_172V6)     Glutathione s-transferase                               ATGSTF10, ATGSTF4, ERD13, GSTF10   −7.16067
  [Pp1s270_50V6](Pp1s270_50V6)     Plastidic atp adp transporter                           ATNTT1, NTT1                       −5.77673
  [PhpapaCp046](PhpapaCp046)       PSII D1-protein                                         PSBA                               −5.64896
  [PhpapaCp012](PhpapaCp012)       PS II P680 chlorophyll A apoprotein                     PSBB                               −5.43628
  [Pp1s145_122V6](Pp1s145_122V6)   MKP11.2; expressed protein \[*Arabidopsis thaliana*\]   ENH1                               −4.99762
  [Pp1s41_264V6](Pp1s41_264V6)     PS II 10 kda polypeptide                                PSBR                               −4.98293
  [PhpapaCp081](PhpapaCp081)       NADH dehydrogenase 49 kDa subunit                       NDHH                               −4.63947
  [Pp1s249_62V6](Pp1s249_62V6)     Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase                     ATCYP1, ROC5                       −4.16531
  [Pp1s28_391V6](Pp1s28_391V6)     K2A11.7; expressed protein \[*Arabidopsis thaliana*\]                                      −4.16214

The most highly represented GO terms for down-regulated proteins were photosynthesis (16.6 %, GO:0015979), response to abiotic stimulus (12.1%, GO:0009628), protein folding (9.1%, GO:0006457), pigment biosynthetic process (7.6%, GO:0046148), cellular protein complex assembly (5.3%, GO:0043623), cell redox homeostasis (3.8%, GO:0045454), and protein targeting to chloroplast (3%, GO:0045036). For up-regulated proteins, the most represented GO terms were oxidation reduction (38.8%, GO:0055114), defense response to bacterium (33.3%, GO:0042742), and generation of precursor metabolites and energy (22.2%, GO:0006091).

Previously, we performed analysis of transcriptomes for three types of moss cells---protonema, gametophores, and protoplasts (Fesenko et al., [@B19]). Using these data, we estimated the transcriptional level of 428 nuclear-encoded chloroplast proteins that had been quantified with the SWATH-MS approach.

Quantification of proteins of the photosynthetic apparatus
----------------------------------------------------------

Stress conditions inhibit the photosynthetic activity of a plant cell (Nouri et al., [@B64]). During protonema maceration by Driselase, we observed inhibition of chloroplast functional activity (Figures [3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The quantum yield of photochemical reaction in PSII declined for dark and light acclimated protonema (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), leading to slowing of the electron outflow from the ETC (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Total chlorophyll fluorescence also declined during maceration (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Decrease in functional activity of chloroplasts during Driselase treatment. (A)** Linear electron transport rates were calculated from PSII effective quantum yields at different actinic light intensities. The numbers near the curves represent the time (in minutes) of exposure of protonema to 0.5% (w/v) Driselase. The average values ± standard errors from 4 to 7 samples are presented. **(B)** Decrease in PSII effective quantum yields at different actinic light intensities. The numbers near the curves represent the time (in minutes) of exposure of protonema to 0.5% (w/v) Driselase. The average values ± standard errors from 4 to 7 samples are presented. **(C)** Fm values over time of *P. patens* protonema exposed to Driselase. The numbers near curves indicate concentration of Driselase (w/v), "control" indicated protonema incubated in 0.48 M mannitol. The average values ± standard errors from 6 to 14 samples are presented.](fpls-07-01661-g0003){#F3}

These processes reflect simultaneous decreases in abundance of chlorophyll-containing ETC components like PSII proteins and antenna light-harvesting complexes (LHC) in protoplasts. Accordingly, there was significant down-regulation of proteins representative for photosystems I and II (Supplementary Table [6](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) according to SWATH-MS experimental data. We observed decreases in abundance of PSI and PSII reactive center proteins including psaA, psaB, psaC, and psaE (Pp1s334_17V6, Pp1s319_36V6) and psbA, psbB, psbC, psbD, and psbE, respectively, as well as of the oxygen-evolving complex PsbO2 (Pp1s60_65V6, Pp1s421_3V6, Pp1s306_84V6), Psb P-1 (Pp1s63_71V6, Pp1s135_79V6, Pp1s75_141V6), Psb R (Pp1s41_264V6), and PsbP domain-containing protein 1 (Pp1s88_182V6). The abundance of proteins of the LHC of PSI (Lhca5, Pp1s284_6V6) and PSII (Lhcb2.1, Pp1s76_196V6, Pp1s13_200V6, Pp1s52_157V6, Pp1s27_97V6; Lhcb2.2, Pp1s252_28V6; Lhcb3, Pp1s254_3V6, Lhcb5, Pp1s628_7V6) decreased as well. In addition, we quantified five subunits of the NAD(P)H-quinone oxidoreductase complex, which carries out a part of PSI cyclic electron transport process. The abundance of H (ndhH), I (ndhI), J (ndhJ), K (ndhK), M (Pp1s230_42V6), N (Pp1s230_42V6), S (Pp1s123_43V6) subunits decreased. The same was true for the proteins homologous to cyclophilin 38, which is essential for the assembly and maintenance of PSII supercomplexes (Pp1s211_59V6 and Pp1s90_50V6; Fu et al., [@B22]).

Other proteins of the chloroplast ETC, such as apocytochrome f (petA), cytochrome b6-f complex iron-sulfur subunit (Pp1s35_78V*6*, petC), Rieske (2Fe-2S) domain-containing protein (Pp1s270_57V6), and plastocyanin (petE---Pp1s254_25V6, Pp1s3_520V6, Pp1s27_130V6) were also a subject to degradation. We analyzed the changes in protein abundance of ATP synthase, a complex localized in thylakoid membranes. In chloroplasts, there was an ATP synthase complex of F type. We observed a decrease in the stromal F~1~ component of ATP synthase, catalytic atpA subunit (Alpha-subunit), and atpB subunit (Beta-subunit). The gamma subunit (Pp1s372_16V6, Pp1s287_61V6, Pp1s35_234V6), involved in forming the "stalk" connecting the stromal part of the ATP synthase complex and membrane anchored CF~0~, also experienced degradation. AtpF is a part of the F~0~ component and also decreased in protoplasts over time.

According to our data, the abundance of proteins in the Calvin cycle did not change except for that of phosphoribulokinase (Pp1s132_175*V6*). We also found up-regulation of the small protein A9RS50 (Pp1s159_143V6), homologous to Arabidopsis protein CP12-1 (*AT2G47400*), a vital component for building a complex between glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and phosphoribulokinase (PRK; Marri et al., [@B49]).

Analysis of abundance of chloroplast protease
---------------------------------------------

We showed that a substantial portion of the chloroplast proteome degraded in protoplasts. Accordingly, we analyzed the abundance change of the main proteases involved in degradation or processing of proteins inside chloroplasts (Supplementary Table [6](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed a decrease in abundance of Pp1s197_46V6 protein, a putative carboxyl-terminal-processing peptidase 1, CTPA1, involved in processing the D1 subunit of the PSII reaction center (Che et al., [@B12]). We also noticed down-regulation at the protein level of the proteases involved in the PSII repair cycle: Pp1s118_166V6 and Pp1s156_30V6 (FTSH8), Pp1s44_78V6 (FTSH5, VAR1), and Pp1s160_79V6 (putative Deg P1; Kapri-Pardes et al., [@B42]; van Wijk, [@B90]). By contrast, the abundance of ATP-dependent Clp protease (clpP) increased.

Quantification of stress-related proteins
-----------------------------------------

ROS such as superoxide, peroxide, and singlet oxygen accumulate within the cell as a result of biotic and abiotic stress (Choudhury et al., [@B13]; You and Chan, [@B105]). Accordingly, plants have evolved antioxidant defense mechanisms to protect themselves from partial or severe oxidation of cellular components. Among the DAPs we identified were those that detoxify ROS. One of the key mechanisms protecting chloroplasts from ROS is the ascorbate-glutathione cycle (Foyer and Noctor, [@B20]). Ascorbate peroxidase is an important part of this cycle due to its ability to reduce H~2~O~2~ to water with concomitant generation of dehydroascorbate (Asada, [@B2]). We observed decreased abundance of Pp1s424_33V6 protein, homologous to thylakoid ascorbate peroxidase of Arabidopsis (AT1G77490) in protoplasts. However, a protein with putative dehydroascorbatereductase (DHAR) activity, Pp1s12_401V6 (putative glutathione-dependent dehydroascorbate reductase 3), was up-regulated in protoplasts.

We also quantified seven proteins from another class of antioxidant proteins---the peroxiredoxin family. For Pp1s95_45V6, Pp1s233_104V6, and Pp1s30_253V6 proteins, which belong to the PrxQ class of atypical peroxiredoxins, and for Pp1s1_230V6 and Pp1s52_248V6 proteins, which are homologous to peroxiredoxin-like protein, we did not detect any significant change in abundance. By contrast, the abundance of Pp1s30_345V6 and Pp1s257_45V6, from a typical peroxiredoxin class (2-Cys peroxiredoxins), increased in protoplasts. Proteins that influence the redox status of peroxiredoxins were also more abundant, for example, thioredoxin protein Pp1s8_193V6, an electron donor for peroxiredoxins.

In the photosystem reaction centers and antenna proteins, carotenoids (β-carotene and lutein) prevent singlet oxygen production via quenching the chlorophyll triplet state (Ramel et al., [@B72]). Besides this constitutive protective mechanism there is also a light-regulated and reversible reaction to neutralize singlet oxygen that occurs in the PSII antenna via the violaxanthin cycle (Vass, [@B91]). We detected down-regulation of proteins that are part of that cycle including zeaxanthin epoxidase (Pp1s91_16V6) and violaxanthin de-epoxidase (Pp1s161_120V6) in protoplasts.

Proteins of light- and dark-dependent phases of photosynthesis are also part of the stress reaction (Kangasjarvi et al., [@B41]). We observed an increase in abundance of phosphoribulokinase involved in the defense reactions (defense response to bacterium GO:0042742/response to bacterium GO:0009617; response to temperature stimulus GO:0009266; response to abiotic stimulus GO:0009628) in protoplasts.

Besides the proteins mentioned above, we detected increases in abundance of such proteins as Pp1s372_19V6 (a possible Co-chaperone GrpE family protein), Pp1s307_65V6 (hydroxymethylbilane synthase), and a range of other stress-related proteins (Supplementary Table [2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Changes of protein abundance in metabolic pathways of chloroplasts
------------------------------------------------------------------

We next used the SWATH-MS and emPAI quantification data to assess the effect of stress conditions on the main chloroplast metabolic pathways. The correlation index between the SWATH-MS and emPAI data was rather high (*r* = 0.74), so we combined these data to improve accuracy and better understand the underlying processes (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Based on the proteome quantification data, we concluded that several metabolic pathways were down-regulated in chloroplasts isolated from protoplasts (Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, the abundance of enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of tocopherols, carotenoids, and chlorophyll decreased. For instance, the abundance of Pp1s196_120V6 protein (a putative phytoene synthase, EC:2.5.1.32), which uses geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate as a substrate for further reactions in the carotenoid biosynthesis pathway was down-regulated according to emPAI. We quantified eight other proteins involved in the biosynthesis of β- and γ-carotenoids (Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; List 1---CARATENOID BIOSYNTHESIS) and five of them were significantly down-regulated.

Plastidial isoprenoids, such as isoprene, monoterpenes, diterpenes, plastoquinone, phylloquinone, carotenoids, chlorophylls, and tocopherols are synthesized via plastidic 2C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate pathway (MEP; Hemmerlin et al., [@B33]; Vranova et al., [@B94]). We detected a decrease in the abundance of 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate synthase (DXS), which is responsible for the first step in plastidic isoprenoid synthesis (Banerjee and Sharkey, [@B5]; Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. List 2. TERPENOID BACKBONE BIOSYNTHESIS; List 2. TERPENOID QUINONE BIOSYNTHESIS). The correlation between the expression level of DXS and the levels of several plastidic isoprenoids was found in transgenic Arabidopsis plants with over- or under- expression of this enzyme (Estevez et al., [@B17]). Also, Pp1s100_107V6 (geranylgeranyl reductase, EC:1.3.1.83) that provides phytol for both tocopherol and chlorophyll synthesis (Tanaka et al., [@B83]) and Pp1s169_113V6 (2-phytyl-1,4-beta-naphthoquinone methyltransferase EC:2.1.1.163 2.1.1.201) responsible for biosynthesis of phylloquinone, the acceptor of PSI electrons, decreased in abundance (Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. List 2. TERPENOID BACKBONE BIOSYNTHESIS; List 3. TERPENOID QUINONE BIOSYNTHESIS). At the same time, we observed that some proteins in terpenoid biosynthesis pathway were up-regulated (Supplementary Table [3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The most up-regulated proteins were 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 2,4-cyclodiphosphate synthase (MEcDP synthase, EC:4.6.1.12) and isopentenyl-diphosphate delta-isomerase (IPPI; EC:5.3.3.2) (Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The MEcDP synthase catalyzes the conversion of 4-diphosphocytidyl-2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 2-phosphate (CDP-ME2P) to 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 2,4-cyclodiphosphate (MEcDP; Vranova et al., [@B94]). It has been shown that MEcDP induces the expression of a nuclear stress-related gene that encodes a chloroplast-localized protein in the oxylipin pathway (Xiao Y. et al., [@B102]). MEcDP accumulation also activates salicylic acid---induced defense responses in *Arabidopsis thaliana* and enhanced resistance to the phloem-feeding aphid *Brevicoryne brassicae* (Gonzalez-Cabanelas et al., [@B29]). We also observed that Pp1s28_399V6 (IPPI) is up-regulated in protoplasts (Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Previously, Nakamura et al. showed that transcription of IPPI plastid isoform is induced in response to abiotic stress (Nakamura et al., [@B60]).

In addition, we detected quantitative changes in some proteins involved in the biosynthesis of porphyrins and chlorophylls. The abundance of protoporphyrinogen oxidase (E.C. 1.3.3.4; Pp1s28_304V6, Pp1s45_76V6), the last common enzyme in the biosynthesis pathways of heme and chlorophyll (Che et al., [@B11]), decreased (Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. List 4. PORPHYRIN AND CHLOROPHYLL METABOLISM). Up to protoporphyrin IX, the biosynthesis of heme and chlorophyll share a common sequence of reactions, and we did not detect any significant changes in the abundance of most of the proteins before that step. By contrast, we found that ferrochelatase (EC:4.99.1.1; Pp1s38_333V6), catalyzing protoheme (heme) generation from protoporphyrin IX, declined at the proteomic level in protoplasts. Chlorophyll biosynthesis proteins were also down-regulated.

We did not detect any significant changes in the abundance of proteins involved in amino acid metabolism, other than for glycine. According to our data, the abundance of some proteins of glycine metabolism was up-regulated in protoplasts (Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. List 5. GLYCINE, SERINE AND THREONINE METABOLISM).

The abundance of biosynthetic enzymes for chorismate, the key metabolite of the shikimate pathway, increased in protoplasts (Supplementary Table [7](#SM7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; List 6. PHENYLALANINE, TYROSINE AND TRYPTOPHAN BIOSYNTHESIS). Chorismate is the starting point for at least seven metabolic pathways, leading to biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids (phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan) as well as benzoate, salicylate, terpenoid quinones, folate, flavonoids, and a range of other compounds (Tzin and Galili, [@B89]).

Comparison of transcriptome and proteome data
---------------------------------------------

In previous research, we performed RNA-seq analysis of the three cell types of moss---protonemata, gametophores, and protoplasts (Fesenko et al., [@B19]). In this work, we tested for correlation between the RNA-seq data and SWATH-MS data to understand the stress response at the transcriptional and translation levels. We estimated the transcriptional level of 428 SWATH-quantified chloroplast nuclear-coded proteins, 201 of which were differentially accumulated (Supplementary Table [2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We additionally validated the RNA-seq data with RT-qPCR using 10 genes described in this manuscript and randomly representing various functional groups. The expression data from RNA-Seq were largely consistent with those obtained by qRT-PCR (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Table [1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We did not detect any change in transcript accumulation level for the majority of genes, whereas 193 proteins did change in abundance in protoplasts (Supplementary Table [8](#SM8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In general, we did not detect correlation between the abundance a gene\'s transcript and that of the corresponding protein (*r* = −0.0027; Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

We constructed heatmaps to compare the expression patterns of the quantified proteins and their corresponding transcripts as well as for certain groups of chloroplast proteins such as PSI, PSII, LHC, oxidative stress-related, transport, and ribosomal proteins (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Figure [2](#SM11){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![**Hierarchical clustering analysis of transcriptomic and proteomic data**. Heatmap of the gene and protein expression patterns of key genes/proteins in the seven functional groups indicated **(A--F)**. The left portion of each heatmap represents proteomic data (SWATH), and the right represents transcriptomic data (FPKM). The color code is as follows: red indicates up-regulated proteins or transcripts in protoplasts; green indicates down-regulated proteins or transcripts in protoplasts; black indicates unchanged proteins or transcripts in protoplasts. Each row represents the log1,4 (Protoplasts/Protonema. PP/PN) of a protein or the log2 (PP/PN) of a transcript. The color scale of the heatmap ranges from saturated green (value, −4.0) to saturated red (value, 4.0) in the natural logarithmic scale. PSI, Photosystem I; PSII, photosystem II; LHC, light-harvesting complex.](fpls-07-01661-g0004){#F4}

Nuclear genes encoding LHC proteins were down-regulated in protoplasts at the proteomic level but slightly increased at the transcriptional level. Similar results were observed for PSI proteins and for most PSII proteins (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Table [9](#SM9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, some genes that encode PSII subunits did not decrease significantly at the transcript or proteomic level.

Some ROS scavenging proteins were induced at the proteomic and transcriptional levels. Others, like zeaxanthin cycle proteins, were down-regulated at the proteomic level. Ribosomal proteins hardly changed at either level, but TIC/TOC complex proteins decreased at both the proteomic and transcriptional levels (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Table [9](#SM9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

According to our data, 209 nuclear-encoded chloroplast genes changed neither at the transcriptional level (fold change \< 2, *p* \< 0.05) nor at the proteomic level (FC \< 1.4, *p* \< 0.05). Using GO terms, we analyzed the function and localization of the proteins of that group. These proteins were localized in stroma, thylakoids, and chloroplasts membrane and assigned to processes such as biosynthetic process (GO:0009058), response to abiotic stimulus (GO:0009628), single-organism catabolic process (GO:0044712), protein folding (GO:0006457), and cell redox homeostasis (GO:0045454). This latter group of unchanged proteins included proteins from the antioxidant system, like homologs of peroxiredoxin Q (Pp1s95_45V6, Pp1s30_253V6), peroxiredoxin-like protein (Pp1s52_248V6, Pp1s1_230V6), NADPH-dependent thioredoxin reductase C (Pp1s455_2V6), and glutathione reductase (Pp1s13_127V6).

We detected 157 proteins whose abundance was down-regulated in protoplasts but for which there was no change at the level of transcription (Supplementary Table [8](#SM8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among these down-regulated proteins, the most significantly decreased were those involved in the light phase of photosynthesis. For example, the proteins of the PSI reaction center, like PSAE1 (Pp1s319_36V6), declined at the proteomic level. The same was true for PSII proteins such as Photosystem II 10 kDa polypeptide, Psb R (Pp1s41_264V6), Photosystem II light harvesting complex (Pp1s76_196V6), Photosystem b protein 33 (Pp1s270_57V6), PsbP-like protein 1 (Pp1s30_39V6), Oxygen-evolving enhancer protein 1-2, PSBO2 (Pp1s306_84V6).

The most interesting group is the one in which the proteins increased in abundance in protoplasts, while the corresponding transcript level remained unchanged. We suppose that these genes are first to react to stress via induction of translation of pre-existing mRNAs. The proteins of this group were involved in the following biological processes: response to stimulus (GO:0050896), oxidation reduction (GO:0055114), cell redox homeostasis (GO:0045454), defense response (GO:0006952). Among them were dehydroascorbate reductase 1 and 2-cys peroxiredoxin B, which play important roles in ROS detoxification. Phosphoribulokinase (Pp1s132_175V6), involved in many different processes including cellular reactions to stress factors, also belonged to this group.

We separately grouped the genes for which the transcript accumulation level decreased but the abundance of the protein either did not change or also decreased (Supplementary Table [8](#SM8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Members of this group were involved in diverse metabolic processes. For example, abundance was unchanged for such proteins as ADP glucose pyrophosphorylase 2 (Pp1s347_12V6), which regulates starch biosynthesis, and phosphoserine aminotransferase (Pp1s78_211V6), which is important for serine biosynthesis. However, both the level of transcription and abundance of proteins involved in chlorophyll biosynthesis and biosynthesis of other pigments decreased.

For some proteins whose abundance in protoplasts decreased or remained unchanged, the transcriptional level was up-regulated. It is likely that the transcription for these genes is induced at the initial stress phase, which might eventually lead to an increase of their abundance in the proteome. According to biological function, these genes were classified into GO terms including oxylipin biosynthetic process (GO:0031408), response to oxidative stress (GO:0006979), and defense response to bacterium (GO:0009816), among a range of others. For example, one of the main ROS detoxification enzymes, thylakoid ascorbate peroxidase, increased 5.4 times at the transcriptional level but decreased \~3 times at the proteomic level. The Pp1s233_104V6 gene, which is homologous to peroxyredoxin Q of Arabidopsis predicted to be involved in peroxide decomposition using thioredoxin as an electron donor, was induced at the transcriptional level but did not change at the level of the proteome (Perez-Perez et al., [@B68]). A similar effect was observed for the small subunit of RuBisCo as well as for Rubisco activase.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

*P. patens* is resistant to many hostile environment factors and thus is an ideal model for a research on stress resistance mechanisms (Cove et al., [@B14]; Widiez et al., [@B100]). However, to date there was no in-depth study of the moss cell proteome at the initial stage of complex, multifactorial stress. Also, little is known about initial stress response in crops (Gong et al., [@B28]). Using a SWATH-MS approach, we performed label-free comparative quantitative proteomic analysis of chloroplasts isolated from protonemata and protoplasts of the moss *P. patens*. We concentrated on the chloroplast proteome to generate detailed information about the effects of stress conditions on the photosynthetic apparatus of plant cells. We suggest that moss protoplasts should be used as a model for complex stress reaction analysis because the process of protoplast isolation from the cell wall should be similar to drought or salinity stress that leads to plasmolysis, and the treatment with cellulitic enzymes may imitate biotic stress. We integrated the proteomic and transcriptomic data to make a more complete estimation of a cell response to stress factors.

Protoplast photosynthetic activity
----------------------------------

During protoplast isolation, there is a gradual inhibition of photosynthetic activity and quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence (Figures [3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These functional changes correlate with our observed decrease in abundance of almost all ETC components. The main photosystem I and II proteins were all significantly reduced at the protein level, which would lead to inhibition of electron transport reactions in the ETC. It should be emphasized that decline in the quantum yield of PSII (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and, consequently, in the electron transfer rate (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), which could be explained by a simple damage of processes of electron transfer or carbon dioxide fixation, is not the only manifestation of the loss of photosynthetic activity. A significant fluorescence quenching is observed in the course of maceration, which can be explained by the rise of non-photochemical quenching coefficient, or directly by the maximum fluorescence value (Fm′) decrease (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, the inhibition of photosynthesis during maceration is not just a passive result of the photosynthetic proteins destruction, but an active response of a cell to maceration, manifested in the development of the intense quenching of excessive excitation in the antenna. It is noteworthy that chlorophyll fluorescence quenching was observed to some extent at lower concentrations of Driselase, which did not lead to complete degradation of cell wall, but induced protein degradation (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates the relation of quenching to protein degradation.

Considering that PSII and LHC are the main chlorophyll-containing complexes in the ETC and that they contribute the most to the chlorophyll fluorescence under physiological conditions, their decreases likely underlies the fluorescence decline that we have observed in this work. According to our data, the abundance of PsbS and LHCSR proteins, which play an important role in non-photochemical quenching (NPQ), was not decreased in *P. patens* protoplasts. Thus, along with a decrease in photosynthetic activity, light-protective photosystem functions remained at the same level, which likely represents a component of the plant\'s strategy for reaction to stress.

Notably, the observed significant decrease in chlorophyll fluorescence during maceration of protonema is similar to the quenching that occurs in many poikilohydric plants in response to dehydration (Heber et al., [@B32]; Nabe et al., [@B57]; Fukuda et al., [@B23]; Heber, [@B31]; Fernandez-Marin et al., [@B18]). Similar quenching can also take place in poikilohydric plant chloroplasts as a response to osmotic stress (Azzabi et al., [@B4]). Though the quenching mechanism is not well understood, it is known to be triggered by the dehydration-mediated activation of the xanthophyll cycle (Fernandez-Marin et al., [@B18]), Psbs- and LHCSR-dependent pathways (Peers et al., [@B67]) and conformational rearrangement of pigment-protein complexes (Heber, [@B31]). For *P. patens*, there are two simultaneous mechanisms for quenching: Psbs-dependent, which is specific for higher plants, and LHCSR-dependent, which is typical of algae (Gerotto et al., [@B26]). A specific characteristic of this kind of fluorescence quenching is that it is induced in desiccation-tolerant (DT) plants under stress conditions (dehydration or plasmolysis) regardless of lighting. Importantly, the fluorescence quenching in *P. patens* cells under maceration coincides with what occurs under drought or osmotic stress (Wang et al., [@B98]). We suppose that these types of stress induce defense reactions that are not just phenomenologically similar but share a common mechanism (at least to a certain degree). It may be that in all the three cases the responses are triggered by a change of interaction between a plasma membrane and a cell wall, namely a partial loss of contact and a change in turgor pressure.

It should be noted that protoplasts of homoiohydric plant *A. thaliana* do not manifest neither decrease in photosynthetic activity nor chlorophyll fluorescence quenching (Riazunnisa et al., [@B75]). This is in line with our assumption on the specific defensive function of this response inherent to poikilohydric plants.

Changes in photosynthetic proteins
----------------------------------

The plant stress response consists of several phases: initial shock, an acclimation phase, a maintenance phase, an exhaustion phase, and/or a recovery phase (Kosova et al., [@B44]). In the majority of studies, the changes at the proteomic level under stress conditions have been analyzed after several hours or even days of exposure to stress. Thus, what happens within the initial shock phase of stress is poorly understood (Meng et al., [@B51]; Gong et al., [@B28]). It is known that biotic and abiotic stress have negative effects on photosynthesis. For example, under drought in *Xerophyta viscosa* leaves, there is down-regulation of the photosystem II proteins including OEC (oxygen-evolving complex), PsbP, and psbO components (Ingle et al., [@B38]). Under thermal stress, *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* down-regulates the abundance of LHC (LHCA5, LHCBM1, and LHCBM3) and OEC (PSBO and PSBP1) components (Muhlhaus et al., [@B56]). Interestingly, *P. patens* belongs to a group of homoiochlorophyllous organisms that maintain a high level of chlorophyll and protect chloroplasts from destruction under stress. Under stress, homoiochlorophyllous plants protect photosystem proteins from degradation due to destruction of chloroplasts (Georgieva et al., [@B25]). A number of proteomic studies on the moss reaction to drought, high salinity, and low temperature were conducted with use of 2D-electrophoresis (Wang et al., [@B98], [@B99]). It was shown that under drought or salinity, the abundance of light-harvesting proteins increased and the ATP-synthase subunits were down-regulated, but in general there was no significant damage to the photosynthetic apparatus. At low temperature, the photosystem and light-harvesting proteins were down-regulated and the dark-phase proteins changed bi-directionally (Wang et al., [@B99]).

In our study we showed that the proteins of both cyclic and non-cyclic electron transport were degraded in protoplasts in comparison with protonema cells. We observed the destruction of proteins of photosystems I and II, light-harvesting antenna complexes, oxygen-evolving complex, cytochrome b6/f, and ATP synthase (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, the level of transcription of the corresponding genes remained the same or only slightly decreased. In addition, the abundance of proteins involved in carotenoid biosynthesis was also down-regulated. Accordingly, we suppose that there is degradation of the electron transport chain in protoplasts, likely to prevent ROS accumulation that may damage cells.

![**Putative model of the chloroplast proteome changes in response to short-term complex stress in *P. patens***. The color code is as follows: green indicates down-regulated proteins, red indicates up-regulated proteins. PSI, Photosystem I; PSII, photosystem II; LHC I, light-harvesting complex photosystem I; LHC II, light-harvesting complex photosystem II; OEC, oxygen-evolving complex; PC, plasocyanin; VDE, violaxanthin deepoxidase; Ctp A, Carboxyl-terminal Processing Protease; Prx Q, Peroxiredoxin Q; 2CP, 2-cys-peroxiredoxin; tAPx, thylakoid ascorbate peroxidase tAPX; Trx, thioredoxin; DHAR, dehydroascorbate reductase; GR, glutathione reductase; RuBisCO, Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase; PRK, phosphoribulokinase; PGK, phosphoglycerate kinase; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; FBA, fructose-bisphosphate aldolase; Toc 75, component of the translocon outer membrane (TOC) complex; Toc 34, component of the translocon outer membrane (TOC) complex; TIC40, translocon at the inner envelope membrane of chloroplasts; TIC110, translocon at the inner envelope membrane of chloroplasts; TIC62, translocon at the inner envelope membrane of chloroplasts; SPP, signal peptide peptidase; Clp complex, ATP-dependent Clp protease proteolytic complex.](fpls-07-01661-g0005){#F5}

Whereas, the degradation of photosystem proteins is not the typical reaction to plasmolysis for the moss, biotic stress can trigger a similar reaction (Bilgin et al., [@B7]). The components of the oxygen-evolving complex are key factors that modulate ROS actions during immune reactions (Vellosillo et al., [@B92]). PsbQ degradation results in decreased PSII function, inhibition of the production of protection-associated ROS and depression of the general ability to trigger the transition to pre-programmed cell destruction (Rodriguez-Herva et al., [@B77]). This fact emphasizes the importance of the oxygen-evolving complex in maintaining thylakoid integrity and immune responses. In our experiments, we observed a decrease in abundance of proteins of this complex in protoplasts.

There are some data on the decrease in abundance of key enzymes of the Calvin cycle under both biotic and abiotic stress (Suzuki et al., [@B82]). In our study, we did not detect any change in abundance of proteins of Benson-Calvin cycle in the proteome of chloroplasts isolated from protoplasts except for a Phosphoribulokinase (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Phosphoribulokinase is a key enzyme of Benson-Calvin cycle that catalyzes phosphorylation of ribulose 5-phosphate (Ru5P) to ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP). During the process of photorespiration, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate serves as a substrate for producing 3-phosphoglycerate (PGA) and 2-phosphoglycolate (2PG or PG). It is known that photorespiration is involved in the defense response, and we suggest that the PRK induction in protoplasts is to produce more ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate for photorespiration. Moreover, the PRK and CP12 protein complex, whose abundance also increases in protoplasts, protects the Calvin cycle enzymes from oxidative stress. Thus, the PRK increase in the chloroplast proteome may also be needed to protect Calvin cycle enzymes during oxidative stress (Marri et al., [@B50]).

Chloroplast protein degradation in protoplasts
----------------------------------------------

Though the inhibition of photosynthetic activity and degradation of the chloroplast photosynthetic apparatus occurs along with stress, the mechanisms of these processes have not been thoroughly studied, especially at the proteomic level.

In our study we found that the major part of the chloroplast proteome was decreased in protoplasts. Protein abundance in a proteome depends on transcription, the levels of transcripts, translation and protein degradation (Kristensen et al., [@B45]). We assume that protein degradation is mainly responsible for protein decreasing in protoplasts. However, we observed that some ribosomal proteins were decreased in protoplasts (Supplementary Table [2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It can point at decreasing of the rate of translation of chloroplast-encoded proteins.

Among DA proteins, we identified several key chloroplast proteases, like FTSH11 (Pp1s9_238V6), FTSH5 (Pp1s44_78V6), FTSH8 (Pp1s118_166V6 and Pp1s156_30V6), SppA (Pp1s25_21V6), and DegP1 (Pp1s160_79V6), whose abundance in the chloroplast proteome decreased 2,18-2,9 times. Interestingly, these proteins are involved in the protein degradation of chloroplast ETC components (Sakamoto, [@B78]).

Deg proteases are ATP-independent serine endopeptidases involved in biogenesis of photosystem II (PSII) (Schuhmann and Adamska, [@B81]; Nishimura et al., [@B61]). Deg 1, Deg5, and Deg8 are lumenal proteases that participate in cleavage of luminal-exposed loops of the D1 protein. Deg1 possesses chaperone and protease activities and has been shown to play important roles in the assembly of PSII dimers and supercomplexes (Jarvi et al., [@B40]). Deg1 and FtsH proteases act in a cooperative manner and are involved in proteolysis of the thylakoid proteome, including biogenesis of photosystem II (PSII; van Wijk, [@B90]). The four major isoforms, FtsH 1, −2, −5, and −8 are involved in this process. It has been found that down-regulation of FtsH leads to up-regulation of other chloroplast proteases, including Clp and SppA (Kato et al., [@B43]). Interestingly, according to our data, Clp protease was up-regulated in protoplasts. Probably, the fast degradation of FtsH proteases in protoplasts leads to up-regulation of Clp protease. The decrease in abundance of the main chloroplast proteases suggests the involvement of other mechanisms in degradation of chloroplast proteins in protoplasts.

In addition to chloroplast proteases, there are three characterized pathways involved in the degradation of chloroplast proteins (Xie et al., [@B103]). They are degradation pathways via autophagy, senescence associated vacuoles (SAVs), and CV-containing vesicles (CCV; Otegui et al., [@B66]; Wada et al., [@B95]; Carrion et al., [@B9]). Interestingly, we observed decrease in the abundance of thylakoid membrane proteins in protoplasts, but the abundance of proteins of Calvin cycle did not change. It can be explained by activation of different degradation pathways in moss protoplasts. It is known that SAVs and Rubisco-containing bodies (RCBs) are involved in stromal proteins degradation, whereas CV-containing vesicles (CCV) were shown to mediate the vacuolar degradation of stromal proteins, envelope membrane proteins, and thylakoid membrane proteins (Wang and Blumwald, [@B97]). Stromal and membrane proteins might also be degraded via selective autophagy by their incorporation in ATI-PS bodies (Michaeli et al., [@B52]). For chloroplast stromal proteins, there are two main pathways of degradation: autophagy and vacuolar transport (senescence-associated vacuoles).

We previously analyzed the endogenous peptides (corresponding to degradation fragments of functionally active proteins) extracted from intact chloroplasts and identified only small amounts of peptides for plastocyanin, cytochrome b559 subunit alpha, and chlorophyll a-b binding protein CP26 (Fesenko et al., [@B19]). These findings are consistent with the idea of extra-chloroplastic degradation of the majority of the chloroplast proteins in protoplasts. The production of large amounts of peptides of some proteins likely relates to their functions under stress. For example, in our previous study (Fesenko et al., [@B19]) we showed that a treatment with low concentrations of Driselase that did not cause any visual maceration still resulted in some quenching of fluorescence and triggered the peptidome reaction, namely an increase of chloroplast protein fragments in the cell. It may be that these peptide degradation products of chloroplast proteins are also a part of the stress reaction mechanisms.

Correlation between the transcription and translation of chloroplast proteins
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Over the last years, a great number of studies have been devoted to stress responses and many different methods have been applied to analyze cell transcriptomes (Rasmussen et al., [@B73]; Beike et al., [@B6]). We used the data of transcriptional profiling to estimate the correlation between the transcription and translation of genes at the initial phase of stress. The reaction of a plant cell to stress factors at the transcriptomic level does not necessarily reflect the protein level in the proteome and there is no strict correlation between the protein abundance and the level of the corresponding mRNA transcription. Therefore, we integrated the transcriptomic and quantitative proteomic data to elucidate the initial cellular reaction to complex stress. We did not detect any significant correlation between the transcript and protein abundance. The level of transcript accumulation for the majority of proteins identified with SWATH-MS remained unchanged. We conclude that the initial chloroplast reactions to stress relate to changes at the proteomic level.

The fact that the gene transcription and abundance of proteins involved in photosynthetic reactions are independent is also demonstrated in other organisms. The analysis of high intensity light effects on the cyanobacterium *Synechococcus* made it plain that there was a very low correlation between its transcriptome and proteome (Xiong et al., [@B104]). In many cases, an oppositely directed reaction to light stress was observed: strong induction at the transcriptomic level and insignificant change of the protein abundance in the proteome (Xiong et al., [@B104]). This phenomenon may depend on changes in protein turnover. We could identify only 11 proteins for which both transcription and translation decreased. The decrease of the level of transcript and protein abundance was specific for genes involved in the biosynthesis chlorophyll and components of the outer chloroplast membrane. According to our data, the first changes at the proteomic level are related to a small number of proteins, for example, ROS detoxification proteins like dihydroascorbate reductase (Pp1s12_401V6), thioredoxin (Pp1s8_193V6), and 2-cys peroxiredoxin B (Pp1s30_345V6). Evidently, these proteins play a key protective role in ROS attack at the initial phase of stress.

In conclusion, we used quantitative proteome analysis (SWATH-MS) and RNA-seq data to analyze the reaction of the chloroplast proteome of the model moss *P. patens* at the initial stage of exposure to complex stress. We discovered that the initial reaction of chloroplast proteome to protoplastation stress is basically the degradation of the light-phase proteins, particularly related to the ETC of chloroplast thylakoids and up-regulation of some ROS detoxifying proteins. Abundance of the dark-phase proteins remains unchanged. Different accumulation of some metabolic enzymes indicates a differences in the regulation of synthesis of the specific metabolites that participate in retrograde signaling. We found no correlation between the level of the gene transcription and protein abundance. We assume that the balance between down- and up-regulation of chloroplast proteome components involved in stress response is rather achieved by changes in transport and translational processes as well as in protein degradation pathways than by alteration of transcription level (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The results of this study help to elucidate the dynamics of the chloroplast proteome at the initial phase of stress.
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